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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to discuss how to use the minimal pairs strategy to help students improve their pronunciation abilities. The Research and Development (R&D) and the Quasy Experimental Non-Equivalent Control Group Designs were combined in this study (QENECGD). The R & D method was used to develop a model for implementing the minimal pairs strategy. The QENECGD method was used to evaluate students' final performance following the implementation of the minimal pairs strategy. The study enrolled 50 students who took Basic Arabic Language Proficiency course. Twenty-five students were assigned to the minimal pairs strategy, while the remaining twenty-five served as the control class. All students were required to read an Arabic script during the pre-test and post-tests. The results of these readings were analyzed for pronunciation accuracy using the provided reading script. The Bogaert scale was used in conjunction with the non-parametric test. The findings indicated that the minimal pairs strategy affected students' attainment of a foreign accent level. Additionally, statistical analysis enables the experimental and control groups to be distinguished. Furthermore, the N Gain Score statistic demonstrates the effectiveness of the minimal pairs method.
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Introduction

Non-Arabic speakers studying Arabic frequently face various difficulties, including learning to write letters from right to left. Their initial, middle, and final words influence Arabic writing and change letters.1,2 Some pronunciation
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of Arabic phonemes may challenge non-Arabic people to learn Arabic.\textsuperscript{3,4} Pronouncing 29 phonemes in Arabic must be mastered. For the Indonesian people, one of the most challenging phoneme groups to pronounce is the affricative phoneme group, specifically (ذ/Dh/, س/s/, ص/S/, ش/Sh/, ظ/TH/, ث/Th/, and ز/Z/). In this affricative group, س/s/ occurs in Indonesian consonants and is easily pronounced in Arabic words or sentences by Indonesian speakers. The remaining phonemes are typically pronounced similarly to the phoneme س/s/.

Learning a second language or foreign language (L2) is challenging for both language learners and teachers. In parts of Indonesia, Arabic is considered a substantial foreign language that people need for various reasons. First, many Indonesian people study Arabic before going to Arabic countries for work and business. Second, in most institutions, such as Islamic boarding schools in Indonesia, there is a rule (specific institution) where Arabic is usually needed as a daily language. Third, Arabic has a strong religious link as the language of the Holy Qur'an, which every single Moslem has to read. Above all the reasons for learning Arabic, communicating in Arabic is a priority over the other skills.

Another reason Indonesians learn Arabic is that many manuscripts are written in Arabic characters but are read in indigenous languages such as Makassarese and Buginese. The intellectual property and indigenous knowledge in these texts must be safeguarded and used as a reference in knowledge development. Indonesians should be able to comprehend and read Arabic characters. The following are illustrations of manuscripts written in Arabic but read in Makassarese.
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**Figure 1.** Manuscripts are written in Arabic but read in Makassarese
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Enabling students to communicate in Arabic presents a challenge for both students and teachers, even more so in a non-native Arabic environment such as Indonesia. The majority of students find speaking Arabic extremely difficult, particularly in conversation. This study aims to determine the use of minimal pairs on the pronunciation ability of Indonesian Arabic learners. This research is necessary because students who remain and live in Indonesia are surrounded by people who do not speak Arabic.

The research question is whether the minimal pair strategy can help Indonesian Arabic learners improve their pronunciation mastery (decreasing foreign accent) and Arabic vocabulary. The research aims to identify teaching strategies and techniques and contribute instructional materials that will enable teachers to provide activities for teaching and learning Arabic pronunciation.

The researcher has used a combination method of Research and Development (R&D) and Quasy Experimental Non-Equivalent Control Group Designs (QENECGD) method in this study. The researcher used the R&D to compile minimum pairs of material. The minimum pairs material is used as a treatment instrument to improve pronouncing affricative phonemes in Arabic. QENECGD method was used to measure learning outcomes after the researcher applied the minimal pairs strategy to learn Arabic.

In short, it can be said that the R&D method is used to prepare a learning model in implementing the minimal pairs strategy. The QENECGD method is used to measure the effectiveness of the minimal pairs model in improving students' skills in pronouncing Arabic affricative phonemes.

In this method, the researcher used several steps to compile a learning scenario and the material used in implementing the minimal pairs strategy. The stages of the activity are as follows:

1. Perform a needs analysis. At this stage, the researcher found the difficulty of Indonesian students studying Arabic in pronouncing affricative phonemes. The researcher hypothesizes that this difficulty is because Indonesian only has one affricative phoneme /s/ while in Arabic the seven affricative phonemes.
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phonemes are ذ/\textit{Dh}/, س/\textit{s}/, ص/\textit{s}/، ش/\textit{Sh}/، ظ/\textit{TH}/، ث/\textit{Th}/، and ز/\textit{Z}/. Therefore, changing the habit of students pronouncing one affricative phoneme into seven phonemes requires serious practice. Thus, in this needs analysis, the researcher only focuses on preparing the minimum pairs for affricative phonemes, namely:

\begin{itemize}
  \item[a.] A1 = ذ/\textit{Dh}/
  \item[b.] A2 = س/\textit{s}/
  \item[c.] A3 = ص/\textit{s}/
  \item[d.] A4 = ش/\textit{Sh}/
  \item[e.] A5 = ظ/\textit{TH}/
  \item[f.] A6 = ث/\textit{Th}/
  \item[g.] A7 = ز/\textit{Z}/
\end{itemize}

2.Compile a list of minimal pairs of vocabulary in Arabic, for example:

\begin{itemize}
  \item[a.] نـسر / \textit{nasrun}/ means eagle
  \item[b.] نـثر / \textit{naThrun}/ means prose
  \item[c.] نـصر / \textit{naSr}/ means victory
  \item[d.] نـنـذ / \textit{naDhrun}/ means vow
  \item[e.] نـظـر / \textit{naThrun}/ means consideration
  \item[f.] نـزر / \textit{naZrun}/ means nazar
  \item[g.] نـشر / \textit{naShrun}/ means spread
\end{itemize}

3. Test the one-on-one minimal pairs vocabulary list
4. Revised minimal pairs of vocabulary lists according to feedback in a one-on-one test
5. Small group test of minimal pairs of vocabulary lists
6. Revised minimal pairs of vocabulary lists according to feedback in the small group test
7. Setting up a focus group and homegroup method to practice pronouncing minimal pairs,
8. The final product lists minimal vocabulary pairs and delivery techniques to students in the study group.

Fifty participants took part in this study; they were Indonesian learners of Arabic with a mean age of 18 years. They were involved in a course, namely Basic Arabic Language Proficiency. The researcher taught all of the participants in this study at that time.

The researcher constructed a formal instructional package for the instructional treatment. The package reflected an approach to teaching pronunciation, which consisted of minimal pairs and traditional instruction. Furthermore, the researcher created an experimental group and a control group in the Hasanuddin University Learning Management System (SIKOLA with URL https://unhas.ac.id). In the experimental group, a list of vocabulary and formal instructional packages which consisted of minimal pairs was prepared. Meanwhile, the control group also prepared a vocabulary list, but which words
were included in the minimal pairs category was not shown. In both groups, participants are directed to do oral practice.

The second step of this exercise is writing at least five sentences that they use every day. They must read the fifth sentence aloud at least three times a day. Furthermore, these sentences are submitted through SIKOLA every day. The sentences that they sent to SIKOLA are based on such a topic. For example, on Sunday of the first week of August 2020, the topic of the student is room, so that these students should submit sentences regarding the room. This activity means that this student performs the vocabularies they accepted from interactive online exercise in SIKOLA of Hasanuddin University.

*Pre-course and Post-course Recording*

A pre-course and post-course recording were conducted to assess the impact of formal instruction (minimal pairs strategy). As the study attempted to examine the effect of the minimal pairs strategy, post-course recording of subjects took place immediately after a formal instruction course was conducted. Both pre-course and post-course recording consisted of oral production tasks.

The participants recorded by themselves while they were reading the Arabic written script. Their recordings were addressed to the two natives of Arabic (from Sudan) who are taking master's and doctoral degrees in the faculty of Animal and Husbandry in the Hasanuddin University to rate whether the sentences they produce are accented or not (foreign accent or not).

The researcher asked participants to record their reading twice. The first recording (Pre-test) was conducted on September 16, 2020. The second recording (Post-test) was carried out on October 13, 2020. The period between the two recording times was 30 days. This period was chosen because the two natives of Arabic could only participate during this period. For this reason, the experimental group and control group were compared to answer the question of whether a minimal pair strategy can enhance the pronunciation mastery of Indonesian learners of Arabic or not.

A foreign accent is one of the learning outcomes targeted in second language learning. Foreign accents help second language learners avoid mispronouncing a word, resulting in their interlocutor misinterpreting their message. Some studies have examined various techniques for measuring foreign accents.\(^9\)^\(^{10}\)^\(^{11}\)^\(^{12}\) The less of a foreign accent a second language learner has, the more easily his pronunciation will be understood in the target language.

---


Two native Arabic speakers (from Sudan) rated and judged the speech samples regarding this research. They were born in Sudan and are doing postgraduate study at Hasanuddin University. The two Arabic speakers were asked to jointly evaluate the foreign accent of the participants' pronunciation. The two of them could discuss to rate the foreign accent level of the participants' pronunciation. They were asked to rate all samples for accent, using the following 5-point scale that was used in this study:

1. Very strong foreign accent: definitely non-native
2. Strong foreign accent
3. Noticeable foreign accent
4. Slight foreign accent
5. No foreign accent at all: definitely native

On the other hand, all students are also tested via multiple choices representing Arabic vocabularies. These vocabularies are taken from an online exercise at the SIKOLA of Hasanuddin University.

The data in this study are ordinal in nature. As a result, the pre-test and post-test data analysis procedures were as follows:

1. Descriptive analysis,
2. Wilcoxon test. The Wilcoxon test is used to determine whether or not the minimal pairs strategy improves the pronunciation of Arabic learners. The Wilcoxon test is used in this study to determine whether or not there is a difference in the mean of two paired samples
   a. If the Negative Ranks are 0 (zero) for N, Mean Rank, and Sum of Rank, then the 0 (zero) score indicates no decrease from the Pre-test to Post-test scores, or the Post-test scores are more significant than the Pre-test scores.
   b. Positive Ranks is the difference between pre-test and post-test.
   c. Ties are the similarity in value between Pre-test and Post-test.
   d. The basis for decision making in the Wilcoxon test is if the Asymp Sig score is < 0.05, then there is an effect of the minimal pairs strategy in improving student pronunciation, and if the Asymp Sig > 0.05, it is considered that the minimal pairs strategy does not affect.
3. Mann Whitney test. The researcher substituted the Mann-Whitney test for the independent samples t-test. The objective is to determine whether the
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means of the two unpaired samples differ. Additionally, this test is used to address research question number two.

a. If the asymp Sig value < 0.05, there is a difference in the average results between the experimental and control classes.

b. If the asymp sig value > 0.05, then the two classes have no difference in the average learning outcomes.

4. Test of the N-Gain Score. The N-Gain Score test was used to address the study's third question. The N-Gain Score test is used to determine the efficacy of an experimental method. In the context of this research, interpretation category of the effectiveness of N-Gain are:

a. < 40 is not effective

b. 40 - 55 is less effective

c. 56 - 75 is quite effective

d. > 76 is effective

Specific findings indicate a correlation between the degree of an L2 foreign accent and inevitable factors. One of them is specialized training via formal instruction. Due to the paucity of evidence indicating that the amount of formal instruction affects the degree of L2 foreign accent. As a result, the hypothesis is that incorporating specialized training in the perception and production of L2 sounds into classroom instruction in the L2 will significantly affect the accuracy of L2 production.

Additionally, the following factors have been identified as influencing the degree of L2 foreign accent: age of learning, duration of residence in an L2 speaking country, motivation, and L1 use.

According to some studies, complete mastery of an L2 becomes impossible if learning begins during a critical period. According to these researchers\textsuperscript{14,15,16}, the earlier a second language learner acquires an L2, the more pronounced the second language will be. Their study classified subjects according to the age at which they first arrived in a predominantly L2-speaking country.

Another researcher\textsuperscript{17} concluded that the Critical Period influences foreign accents because it is associated with age-related loss of neural plasticity or some type of developmental neuro-functional reorganization. Additionally,
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\item \textsuperscript{15} Martin, K. I. \textit{L1 impacts on L2 component reading skills, word skills, and overall reading achievement}. (ProQuest Dissertations and Theses, 2015): 348
\item \textsuperscript{16} Patkowski, M. S. \textit{Age and accent in a second language: A reply to James Emil Flege}. (Applied Linguistics 11, No 1 1990): 73–89
\item \textsuperscript{17} Moyer, A. \textit{Ultimate attainment in L2 phonology}. (Studies in Second Language Acquisition, 21, March 1999): 81–108
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he/she stated that the degree of foreign accent is determined by the nature and extent of interaction between the L1 and L2 systems during this development period in the L2 environment.

The findings of the three studies indicate a correlation between the age of learning and the degree of L2 foreign accent in human speech learning, though the age limits of the putative critical period vary. However, when it comes to the age of learning Bongaerts and Piske et al, take opposing positions. Bongaerts et al, identified adult native Dutch English learners who, despite a late start, acquired a foreign British English accent in pronunciation. These students had primarily acquired their English in a formal setting during their senior year of high school. They were not consistently exposed to large amounts of input from native English speakers until around 18 or when they entered university.

The studies mentioned above indicate that early learners speak L2 with a less foreign accent than late learners in terms of age of acquisition. Furthermore, only a few studies have provided convincing evidence or data to support the claim that L2 speech will be automatically accent-free if learned before the critical period (6/15 years) and will have a foreign accent if learned after puberty. However, I believe that adult learners of L2 can achieve native-like performance if they have a solid motivation to produce L2 in that skill, or if they receive input primarily from native speakers, or if they receive specialized training (formal instruction) in that skill (pronunciation, lexis, grammar, discourse). Additionally, it appears as though factors other than the age of learning, such as length of residence in an L2 speaking country, amount of L2 use, and motivation, all influence the degree of L2 foreign accent.

The studies mentioned above indicate that early learners speak L2 with a less foreign accent than late learners in terms of age of acquisition. Furthermore, only a few studies have provided convincing evidence or data to support the claim that L2 speech will be automatically accent-free if learned before the critical period (6/15 years) and will have a foreign accent if learned after puberty. However, I believe that adult learners of L2 can achieve native-like performance if they have a solid motivation to produce L2 in that skill, or if they receive input primarily from native speakers, or if they receive specialized training (formal instruction) in that skill (pronunciation, lexis, grammar, discourse). Additionally, it appears as though factors other than the age of learning, such as length of residence in an L2 speaking country, amount of L2 use, and motivation, all influence the degree of L2 foreign accent.

---

learning, such as length of residence in an L2 speaking country, amount of L2 use, and motivation, all influence the degree of L2 foreign accent.

Piske et al. claimed that there is significant evidence or correlation between the degree of L2 foreign accent and length of residence. Their study examined the correlation between the native Italian subject's overall degree of L2 foreign accent and age of learning, length of residence in Canada, Italian and self-reported ability in Italian.

Piske et al.'s study showed that the correlation between the degree of L2 foreign accent and length of residence remained significant when the effect of L1 use and L1 ability were partially out separately. However, the correlation became non-significant when the effect of age of learning was removed. So, they stated that the apparent effect of length of residence on L2 foreign accent is not due to the ameliorative effect of added years on speaking English but rather is an indirect consequence of the relationship between the length of residence and age learning. So, it is clear from this view that length of residence is another factor other than age, influencing foreign accents.

In contrast, James Emil Flege had a different view in which he claimed that length of residence does not affect the degree of L2 foreign accent. He examined two groups of Taiwanese learners of English differing in length of residence (1.1 vs. 5.1 years). The foreign accent rating obtained for these two groups did not differ significantly. He interpreted the evidence supporting the hypothesis that after a rapid initial phase of learning, length of residence does not affect the degree of L2 foreign accent of an individual who began learning the L2 as an adult.

From the above studies, not every study showed a significant effect of length of residence on the degree of L2 foreign accent. In those studies where a length of residence effect was found, length of residence is a less significant predictor of the degree of L2 foreign accent than the learning age.

Motivation is another factor that has been explored affecting the degree of foreign accents. Bongaerts et al. examined a group of 11 late Dutch learners of English who had been identified as highly motivated and successful English learners by university-based EFL experts. All but two of these subjects were university-level English teachers who considered it necessary to speak English without a foreign Dutch accent. Five of the 11 did not receive ratings comparable to those obtained for a control group of native English speakers. Unfortunately, they did not assess how much L2 input the subjects had really
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received and when they were first consistently exposed to the L2. Other studies, Moyer\textsuperscript{22} recruited 24 late native English speakers of German. All were graduate students in German who had taught German in undergraduate degrees. Moyer hypothesized that these late learners demonstrated native-like performance because of their high degree of professional motivation. A strong correlation was found between the variable professional motivation and the degree of L2 foreign accent. Like Bongaerts et al., it is difficult to assess how much L2 input the subject had received and when they were first consistently exposed to the L2.

Therefore, it can be concluded that factors like professional motivation or strength concern for L2 pronunciation accuracy do not automatically lead to accent-free L2 speech. It can be stated that late learners will be able to attain a native-like pronunciation of the L2.

The fourth factor that may significantly correlate with the degree of L2 foreign accent is first language use.\textsuperscript{23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30} The interaction of L1 and L2 systems\textsuperscript{31} in bilinguals by assessing the effect of L1 use on L1 and L2 production accuracy was investigated. They implemented a new design feature to examine bilinguals who used their L1 regularly in a bilingual setting: Otavalo, Ecuador. Thirty native Quichua speakers who were matched for the age of Spanish acquisition were recruited from three groups differing in self-reported L1 use. The three groups repeated aurally presented sentences from their L1 and L2. Monolingual listeners from each language group rated the blocked, randomly presented sentences for the degree of foreign accent. The group with
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the highest L1 use had stronger Quichua accents than the group with the lowest L1 use for the Spanish sentences.

On the other hand, L1 use did not affect the rating of the Quichua sentences. They found that L1 use affected the L2 but not the L1 speech of Quichua-Spanish bilinguals who used their L1 regularly in a bilingual setting. In short words, regular L1 use will lead to a stronger L2 accent.

In addition, the influence of language use patterns on the degree of foreign accent was examined by Thompson, who asked native speakers of Russian to estimate the percent of the time they used English (at work, at home, and with friends). She found that English-language use showed a significant simple correlation with the degree of foreign accent, but was not identified as a significant predictor in a multiple regression analysis, because it was confounded with the age of learning. Interestingly, she did not observe an influence of L2 use on the native Russians' English pronunciation. The native Russian subjects in her study had professional speaking proficiency in their L1, despite the length of residence in the US ranging from 2 to 42 years. According to her, the subjects continued high level of proficiency might have been responsible for the detectable presence of L2 foreign accent in the speech of two early bilinguals with an age of learning of 4 years. However, she suggested that "a difference must be noted between subjects who have maintained their mother tongue and those who have lost it when estimating accent retention in the second language (p.200)."

A minimal pair comprises two words with very similar sounds but distinct meanings. For instance, pat and pad may have a similar sound, particularly to non-native English speakers. In phonology, minimal pairs are pairs of words or phrases in a spoken or written language that differ in only one phonological element, such as a phoneme, toneme, or chroneme, but have distinct meanings.

Several studies have examined the importance of phoneme material taught in second language learning. Students' knowledge of phonemes helps them to memorize vocabulary and pronounce it correctly. The researchers used minimal pairs to train second language learners in pronouncing new vocabulary. There is no evidence of minimal pair research involving

33 Martin, K. I. L1 impacts on L2 component reading skills, word skills, and overall reading achievement. (ProQuest Dissertations and Theses, 2015): 348
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Indonesian Arabic learners. As a result, this research is expected to serve as a reference for non-Arabic speakers learning Arabic.

All of the above studies only focused on how the non-native acquired native-like performance of English. Hence, no study explored the degree of the foreign accent of L2 learners of Arabic. Because of this limited data, one aim of this study is to provide exploratory data on the degree of the foreign accent of Indonesian adult learners of Arabic, with particular attention to affricative consonants (ذ/Dh/, ص/S/, ش/Sh/, ط/TH/, ث/Th/, ز/Z/), which disappear in Indonesian.

In addition, based on past research where there is no specific study of the relationship between two languages, Indonesian as L1 to Arabic as L2, especially at the phonological level, this study tends to fill the gap in this field. Study at the phonological level will be very important because the two languages have many differences in linguistic aspects such as phonology and morphology and the writing system. This study will also be of value because many Indonesians study Arabic to use this language in their work, in oil companies and hospitals in the Middle East, and Arabic is one of the international languages used in the United Nations. It is also used in trade in Indonesia, especially in Indonesian-Arabian towns.

This study will also be beneficial for Arabic teachers to inform them of the similarities and differences between the two languages, which will enable them to teach Arabic more effectively and provide the knowledge of possible areas of difficulty. Students will similarly benefit from the knowledge of their teachers, which will inform their teaching methodology.

The present study attempts to find the effect of the minimal pairs strategy on the students' pronunciation of Arabic affricative phonemes. Also, this study will find out the difference in participants' mean learning outcomes between the experimental and control groups. another target of this study is to find out whether the strategy of minimal pair learning effectively at improving the pronunciation of Indonesian Arabic learners or not

**Finding and Discussion**

To answer the research questions, the researcher analyzed the raw scores of the number of vocabularies that all participants answered via multiple choices. The result shows that all participants who engage in this online exercise

---
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and submitted five sentences daily scored high. They almost answered all questions.

However, regarding pronunciation, there is a different result. The researcher analyzed the score recorded by using SPSS 26. In this measurement, the 5-point scale was used, and short notation replaced each of the targeted Arabic phonemes to simplify the analysis in SPSS 26. The researcher presents the analysis finding for each phoneme to answer three research questions.

5.1. A1 =  ذ/Dh/

The statistical analysis results answered the research question that applying minimal pairs affected students' skills in pronouncing the phoneme ذ/Dh/ for this phoneme. The average post-test score for students in the experimental class was 4.04, while the average for students in the control class was 1.96. A score of 4.04 falls between a four (slight foreign accent) and a five on the scale (no foreign accent at all or definitely native). In other words, the experimental class students' ability to pronounce this phoneme in Arabic has lost its Indonesian accent (foreign accent) but has not yet reached parity with native Arabic speakers' pronunciation.

On the other hand, the control class's post-test results reached only 1.96. This score ranges between one (very strong foreign accent or definitely non-native) and two on the scale (strong foreign accent). With a score of 1.96, students' pronunciation of the Arabic phoneme ذ/Dh/ retains a strong Indonesian accent (foreign accent).

The following Wilcoxon test results show that for N, Mean Rank, and Sum of Ranks, the negative difference between the Pre- and Post-Test phonemes ذ/Dh/ is zero. A score of zero indicates that there was no change in the Pre-Test to Post-Test scores. Positive Ranks, or the difference in rank between the Pre- and Post-Test phonemes ذ/Dh/. The table contains 25 positive data points (N), indicating that 25 students improved their mastery of the ذ/Dh/ phoneme pronunciation between the Pre- and Post-Test scores. The average increase in rank, or the mean, is 13. By contrast, the total number of positive rankings, or the Sum of Ranks, is 325. Ties are determined by the similarity of the phoneme ذ/Dh/’s Pre- and Post-Test scores. The Wilcoxon test table indicates a value of zero, indicating that the Pre- and Post-Tests do not have equal scores.
Tabel 1.
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test for phoneme ذ/Dh/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranks</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean Rank</th>
<th>Sum of Ranks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-Test Exp - Pre-Test Exp</td>
<td>Negative Ranks</td>
<td>0&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Ranks</td>
<td>25&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>13,00</td>
<td>325,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>0&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Post-Test Exp < Pre-Test Exp
b. Post-Test Exp > Pre-Test Exp
c. Post-Test Exp = Pre-Test Exp

Based on the output test statistics, the Wilcoxon test decision indicates that Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) is 0,000. The Asymp. Sig scores 0,000 < 0,05 indicate a difference between the pre-and post-test results when implementing the minimal pairs strategy. In other words, the strategy of minimal pairs affects student learning outcomes when students are trained to pronounce the ذ/Dh/ phoneme.

5.2. A2 = س/s/

The س/s/ is an Indonesian phoneme. As a result, Indonesian Arabic students have no difficulty pronouncing this phoneme in Arabic words. According to table 4, the average pre-test and post-test scores for pronouncing the phoneme س/s/ were five in both the experimental and control classes. A score of five indicates that students' ability to pronounce the phoneme س/s/ in Arabic is equivalent to native speakers (no foreign accent at all or definitely native). Therefore, when students pronounce this phoneme in Arabic, there is no Indonesian accent (foreign accent).

5.3. A3 = ص/S/

For the phoneme، ص/S/، the researcher found that the results of the data analysis showed that the experiment affected the improvement of the students' pronunciation level in this phoneme. Table 7 shows the average post-test score of the experimental class students is four, while the control class is 2,44. A score of four on the scale means a slight foreign accent. A score of 2,44 means that the student's ability to pronounce the phoneme ص/S/ in Arabic still has an Indonesian accent (foreign accent). In other words, the ability of experimental class students to pronounce the phoneme ص/S/ in Arabic almost no longer has an Indonesian accent (foreign accent), while the score of 2,44 lies
between a scale of two (strong foreign accent) and three (noticeable foreign accent).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabel 2. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test for phoneme ص/S/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Test A3 - Pre-Test A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Ranks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Ranks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- a. Post-Test A3 < Pre-Test A3
- b. Post-Test A3 > Pre-Test A3
- c. Post-Test A3 = Pre-Test A3

Based on the output test statistics, the Wilcoxon test decision indicates that Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) is 0,000. Furthermore, the output indicates that the Asymp. Sig score is 0,000 < 0,05, indicating a difference between the pre-and post-test results when implementing the minimal pairs strategy. In other words, the strategy of minimal pairs affects student learning outcomes when students are trained to pronounce the ص/S/ phoneme.

### 5.4. A4 = ش/Sh/

According to Table 10, the average post-test score for students in the experimental class is 3,96, while the average for students in the control class is 2,60. On the scale, a foreign accent score of 3,96 falls between 3 (noticeable foreign accent) and 4 (slight foreign accent). Thus, 3,96 is almost identical to 4. This score of 3,96 indicates that students in the experimental class can pronounce the phoneme ش/Sh/ in Arabic without using an Indonesian accent. Meanwhile, the control class's average foreign accent score of 2,60 falls between levels 2 (strong foreign accent) and 3 (noticeable foreign accent). This score indicates that the phoneme ش/Sh/ has a strong Indonesian accent in Arabic students' control class.

The following table summarizes the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabel 3. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test for phoneme ش/Sh/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Test Exp - Pre-Test Exp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Ranks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Ranks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Positive Ranks, or the difference in rank between the Pre- and Post-Test phonemes /Sh/. For N, Mean Rank, and Sum of Ranks, the negative difference between the Pre- and Post-Test phoneme /Sh/ are zero. A score of zero indicates no change in the Pre-Test scores compared to the Post-Test scores. The table contains 25 positive data points (N), indicating that 25 students improved their mastery of the /Sh/ phoneme pronunciation between the Pre- and Post-Test scores. The average increase in rank, or the mean, is 13. Simultaneously, the total number of positive rankings, or the Sum of Ranks, is 325. Ties are defined as the similarity of the phoneme /Sh/’s Pre-test and Post-test scores. The Wilcoxon test table indicates a value of zero, indicating that the Pre- and Post-Tests do not have an equal score.

Based on the output test statistics in the Table 12, the Wilcoxon test decision indicates that Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) is 0.000. The output indicates that the Asymp. Sig score is 0,000 < 0,05, indicating a difference between the pre-test and post-test results when implementing the minimal pairs strategy. In other words, the strategy of minimal pairs affects student learning outcomes when students are trained to pronounce the /Sh/ phoneme.

5.5. A5 = ظ/TH/

By and large, the descriptive statistics for these affirmative phonemes are very similar. According to Table 13, the average post-test score for experimental class students is 3,60, while the average for control class students is 2,20. According to the standard foreign accent scale, a score of 3,60 falls between three (noticeable foreign accent) and four (strong foreign accent) (slight foreign accent). This score of 3,60 indicates that students in the experimental class can pronounce the phoneme ظ/TH/ in Arabic, but the Indonesian accent is occasionally audible. Meanwhile, the average foreign accent score of 2,20 falls between levels 2 (strong foreign accent) and 3 (noticeable foreign accent). This score of 2,20 indicates that the phoneme ظ/TH/ is still pronounced with a strong Indonesian accent in the control class students' Arabic.

Furthermore, the following Table 14 shows the results of the Wilcoxon test. Negative Ranks or the negative difference between Pre-Test and Post-Test phoneme ظ/TH/ is zero for N, Mean Rank, and Sum of Ranks. A score of zero indicates no decrease in the Pre-Test Scores to the Post-Test scores. Positive
Ranks or the positive difference between the Pre-Test and Post-Test phonemes  ة/TH/. The table shows 25 positive data (N), which means that 25 students experienced an increase in their ة/TH/ phoneme pronunciation mastery from the Pre-Test scores to the Post-Test scores. The mean Rank or the average increase is 13. At the same time, the number of positive rankings or Sum of Ranks is 325. Ties are the similarity between the Pre-Test and Post-Test values of the phoneme ة/TH/. The Wilcoxon test table shows a score of zero, so it can be said that there is no equal score between the Pre-Test and Post-Test

Tabel 1. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test for phoneme ة/TH/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-Test Exp - Pre-Test Exp</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean Rank</th>
<th>Sum of Ranks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative Ranks</td>
<td>0(^a)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Ranks</td>
<td>25(^b)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>325,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>0(^c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Post-Test Exp < Pre-Test Exp  
\(^b\) Post-Test Exp > Pre-Test Exp  
\(^c\) Post-Test Exp = Pre-Test Exp

Furthermore, based on Table 15 below, the Wilcoxon test decision indicates that Asymp Sig (2-tailed) is 0,000. Therefore, the output indicates that the Asymp Sig score is 0,000 < 0,05, indicating a difference between the pre-and post-test results when implementing the minimal pairs strategy. In other words, the strategy of minimal pairs affects student learning outcomes when students are trained to pronounce the ة/TH/ phoneme.

5.6. \(A6 = ة/Th/\)

Student learning outcomes for this affirmative phoneme appear distinct from those for other phonemes. This result is demonstrated in Table 16 of the Wilcoxon test results. However, as illustrated in the following descriptive statistical table, there is no significant difference between this phoneme and other affirmative phonemes in the descriptive statistical table, particularly in the Mean column.

The average post-test score for the experimental class was 3,96, while it was 2,52 for the control class. A score of 3,96, which is almost identical to a 4 (slight foreign accent), on the foreign accent scale indicates that students can pronounce the phoneme ة/Th/ in Arabic without an Indonesian accent.
Meanwhile, a score of 2.52 indicates that students' Arabic pronunciation of the phoneme ٍ/Th/ retains an Indonesian accent.

The data on Positive Ranks and Ties is quite interesting in the Tabel 17 of the Wilcoxon test results. Both N, Mean Ranks, and Sum of Ranks are zero for Negative Ranks. The value zero indicates no change in the score between the pre-test and post-test results. Positive Ranks and Ties contain intriguing data in the following Wilcoxon test result. As seen on the positive Ranks, only 22 participants in the experimental class improved their score from pre- to post-test. On the other hand, three students in Ties did not see an increase in their pre-test and post-test achievement.

The researcher attempted to analyze raw data derived from pre-test and post-test results. Three students can pronounce the ٍ/Th/ phoneme in the pre-test and post-tests, resulting in 3. This result could be because the students were satisfied with their pronunciation achievement and received a 3, which is understandable by Arabic speakers.

According to the Wilcoxon test results for the ٍ/Th/ phoneme, the minimal pairs strategy improved the pre-test score to a higher score on the post-test. These findings suggest that the strategy of minimal pairs affects student learning outcomes when pronouncing the ٍ/Th/ phoneme.

\textbf{Tabel 5.}

\textbf{Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test for phoneme ٍ/Th/}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean Rank</th>
<th>Sum of Ranks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-Test Exp - Pre-Test Exp Negative Ranks</td>
<td>0^a</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Ranks</td>
<td>22^b</td>
<td>11,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>3^c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Post-Test Exp < Pre-Test Exp  
b. Post-Test Exp > Pre-Test Exp  
c. Post-Test Exp = Pre-Test Exp

Based on Table 18 of the output test statistics, the Wilcoxon test decision indicates that Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) is 0,000. The output indicates that the Asymp. Sig score is 0,000 < 0,05, indicating a difference between the pre- and post-test results when implementing the minimal pairs strategy. In other words, the strategy of minimal pairs affects student learning outcomes when students are trained to pronounce the ٍ/Th/ phoneme.
5.7. $A7 = /z/ /Z/$

The following descriptive statistical table compares phoneme $/z/ /Z/$ to other phoneme affirmatives, except for phonemes $س/s/$ and $ث/Th/$. The average score on the pre-test was 1,48 for the pre-test and 4,28 for the post-test in the experimental class. While in the control class, the average pre-test achievement was 1,56, the post-test achievement was 2,56.

A score of 4.28 falls between a 4 (slight foreign accent) and a five on the scale (No foreign accent at all or definitely native). The Indonesian accent (foreign accent) is eliminated when students pronounce this phoneme in Arabic. On the other hand, a score of 2.56 falls between a 2 (strong foreign accent) and a three on the scale (noticeable foreign accent).

To determine whether there is a difference in students' scores before and after the implementation of the minimal pairs strategy, the Wilcoxon test results in the following table indicate that 25 students saw a 13-point increase in their score indicated by the Mean Rank. Interestingly, none of the 25 students in the experimental class achieved the same score on the Ties line between the pre-test and post-test.

Thus, based on the results of the Wilcoxon test in the following table, the researcher can conclude that the minimal pairs strategy improves students' ability to pronounce the $/z/ /Z/$ phoneme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test for phoneme $/z/ /Z/$</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean Rank</th>
<th>Sum of Ranks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-Test Exp - Pre-Test Exp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Ranks</td>
<td>0$^a$</td>
<td>0,00</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Ranks</td>
<td>25$^b$</td>
<td>13,00</td>
<td>325,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>0$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| a. Post-Test Exp < Pre-Test Exp               |   |           |              |
| b. Post-Test Exp > Pre-Test Exp              |   |           |              |
| c. Post-Test Exp = Pre-Test Exp              |   |           |              |

Additionally, the following test statistics table summarizes the findings to determine whether there is a difference in results between the experimental and control groups. According to the Wilcoxon test decision, Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) is 0,000. This output indicates that the Asymp. Sig score is 0,000 < 0,05,
indicating a difference between the pre-test and post-test results when the minimal pairs strategy is used. In other words, when students are trained to pronounce the \( 	ext{ذ}/Z/ \) phoneme, the strategy of minimal pairs affects their learning outcomes.

According to the description of each of the previous Africaniv phonemes, the Positive Ranks in each table indicate an increase in the post-test score, except for the \( 	ext{s}/s/ \) phoneme. Similarly, it can be seen in the Test Statistics table that Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) is 0,000 < 0,05. This score indicates a difference in the attainment of scores between the experimental and control groups. Thus, the first research question addressed the minimal pairs strategy affecting students' ability to pronounce affirmative phonemes in Arabic.

Furthermore, the researcher wishes to address the second research question, which concerns the difference in scores between the experimental and control groups. The researcher used the Mann Whitney statistical test. According to the following table of Mann Whitney test results, there are differences in post-test scores between the experimental and control groups. The score demonstrates this conclusion where Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) 0,000 < 0,05.

Additionally, this study provides an answer to the third research question. The researcher used the N-Gain Score statistical test to address this question. The researcher concludes that because these affirmative phonemes are distinct, the N-Gain Score Test can be used to determine the efficacy of implementing minimal pairs of strategies in the experimental class.

The N-Gain Score test results in the following table indicate that the mean of the experimental class of N-Gain Percentage is 66,83. Based on the data analysis standards, it is known that the average N-Gain Score Percentage of 66,83 equals quite effective. In other words, implementing the minimal pairs strategy is quite effective in improving students' ability to pronounce affirmative phonemes in the experimental class.

On the other hand, the average N-Gain Score Percentage was only 21,94 in the control class. According to the data analyst's standard of effectiveness, the score of 21,94 is less than 40. This result indicates that the control class's learning method is ineffective.
Tabel 7.  
Descriptive statistics of N-Gain Percentage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-Gain Percentage</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>66.8333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95% Confidence Interval for Mean</td>
<td>Lower Bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Upper Bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5% Trimmed Mean</td>
<td>68.2707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>66.6967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>8.08214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>26.2806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interquartile Range</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>-0.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>-1.968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Class</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>21.9444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95% Confidence Interval for Mean</td>
<td>Lower Bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Upper Bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5% Trimmed Mean</td>
<td>23.5502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>25.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>645.580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>23.8802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>-50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interquartile Range</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>-0.903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>-1.994</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

Based on the data gathered and statistically tested, the researcher concludes that the implementation of the minimal pairs strategy improves students' ability to pronounce affricative phonemes. The strategy is supported by the Wilcoxon test results, demonstrating a difference between the pre-test and post-test results. The Wilcoxon test results correlate with the Positive Ranks score in each Ranks table. Students in the experimental class reduced their foreign accents when pronouncing Arabic affricative phonemes.

The Mann-Whitney test demonstrates a difference in scores between the experimental and control groups. In other words, the minimal pairs strategy affects student learning outcomes in the experimental class, as seen in the post-test scores.

The results of the N-Gain Score test is 66.83. This score is at level 56 - 75 which means that the minimal pairs strategy is quite effective as a learning method to improve the ability of Indonesian learners of Arabic to improve their pronunciation.
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